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SUMMARY

Detail-oriented Financial/Treasury professional with more than 8 years of experience in a fast-
paced global financial services company. Experienced in bank reconciliation, check fraud 
prevention and detection, electronic funds transfer execution, cash accounting and internal 
controls. An enthusiastic individual utilizing strong interpersonal skills to train, mentor and 
achieve strong team results. 

SKILLS

Bank Reconciliation, Customer Service, Positive Pay, Electronic Fund Transfers, Microsoft Excel, 
ImageNow, PeopleSoft Financials 8.9, Bloomberg, And Various Banking Software Operational 
Systems.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Treasury Analyst
Ace American Insurance Company  2005 – 2010 
 Maintained and reconciled 30+ bank accounts on a daily basis ensuring that all accounts were

balanced.
 Worked with internal contacts to identify and provide a correct accounting for unidentified 

cash transactions.
 Created posting rules to automate posting of cash transactions resulting in over 90% of cash 

transactions posted automatically.
 Accurately checked cash ledger balances to ensure that the accounts were balanced prior to 

monthly interface to the general ledger.
 Accurately executed USD and foreign currency wire transfers to internal and outside 

companies using quantum and various banking systems. All transfer executed in adherence to
internal controls.

 Performed the positive pay function accurately and timely (paid without issue checks) to 
identify fraudulent checks.

 Worked with business groups and banks to recover funds related to forged checks.

Customer Transaction Team Leader
Ace American Insurance Company  2002 – 2005 
 Selected as the customer service team lead to address complicated customer service 

requests to allow senior treasury analysts and cash managers to focus on daily cash 
management functions.

 Managed and provided support for all areas of the department to ensure daily deliverables 
were met.

 Managed the daily wire transfer process, including delegation of input to treasury analysts, 
approving wire transfers in accordance with internal control policies, sending EDI files to 
various banking partners, monitoring confirmations and answering customer service requests.

 Trained co-workers on the daily positive pay process including fraud prevention and detection,
stop payments and check copy requests.

 Provided customer service support for all checks services functions to the claims department.
 Cross-trained colleagues to cover work during shortage ensuring seamless operations for 

customers.
 Assisted with transiting jobs for BPO (business processing outsourcing) to ensure that cross 

training was properly performed.
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EDUCATION

AS, Completed 3/4 Of Courses toward Degree in Computers - (Community College Of 
Philadelphia  - Philadelphia, PA )Diploma - (Bok Area Vocational Technical High School )
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